Foreword

Entangled Education: Foreign, National, and Local schools in Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon

Ellen Fleischmann

When I began my dissertation research twenty-two years ago on the Palestinian women’s movement during the British Mandate period, I had no idea how meaningful education was to the people I interviewed. Almost every Palestinian woman I talked to brought up education, whether it was in bitterness at having it denied to them, or in pride in having matriculated at a time when the opportunities were limited and attending school was hard won. At the time, I did not consider education my real “subject”, but these conversations ultimately made such an impression on me that I decided to pursue the topic in my following (ongoing) research, which focuses on American Protestant missionaries’ educational work with women in Lebanon in the early 20th century.

This was akin to opening a Pandora’s box. The challenge of examining the multidirectional flow of cultural exchange (to paraphrase the editors in their introduction to this volume), not to mention of re-constructing the most basic historical background for this project is quite daunting. In researching the history of female education in the late Ottoman period in order to contextualize the role of the American schools, I discovered gaping lacunae and found not one holistic history that incorporated all of its constituent elements: Islamic state schools, foreign and local Christian establishments, Jewish schools, and more. Any scholar attempting to write a history of education confronts this issue. How can we make sense of the parts without the whole, or the whole without its parts? The challenge is how to both read beyond our projects and retain their specificity.1

In April 2012, I was part of the lively audience that packed the library of the beautiful Ottoman villa housing the Orient-Institut Beirut in the Zuqāq al-Blāt quarter of Beirut. We were local and foreign scholars, writers, and members of the Beirut community who were participating in an international workshop entitled “Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: A Catalyst for Multiple Modernities?” that was co-organized by the editors of this vol-

---

1 Ussama Makdisi, “Concluding Remarks”, unpublished paper, presented at: Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: A Catalyst for Multiple Modernities?, Beirut: Orient-Institut Beirut, 19–21 April 2012 (hereafter Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries).
The location for such a gathering could hardly have been more auspicious. As Jens Hanssen has written, Zuqāq al-Blat was the “education quarter” that made Beirut “the school of the Arabs” in late 19th- and early 20th-century Ottoman Syria. Every kind of school imaginable in Ottoman Lebanese society was situated in this locale: primary and secondary schools established by the government in Istanbul; local “national” schools such as Buṭrus al-Bustānī’s al-Madrasah al-Waṭaniyyah; foreign secular schools, which included those that were part of the Paris-based Alliance Israélite Universelle network; American Protestant and European missionary schools; local schools sponsored by religious foundations such as the Islamic Maqāṣid network and the Greek Catholic Patriarchal School.

How apt it was then, that this workshop provoked discussion of topics that were as richly variegated as was the educational landscape of Zuqāq al-Blat at the peak of its prominence. Although the range of subject matters was eclectic, virtually every paper addressed one of the most important aspects of the history of modern education in Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon (and, indeed, the Middle East): the concentric connections between transnational, international and local educational movements, as situated within institutions, individuals, or ideological movements. In his keynote lecture, Benjamin Fortna highlighted the conceptual shift during the late Ottoman period, from education as something to be imparted, to a commodity to be acquired. Other presenters explored the construction of educational institutions as part of the architecture of a “Protestant missionary settler movement”, the role that gender played in heightening competition among foreign schools in the late 19th to the early 20th century, concepts of education in the late 19th century Levantine press, and how the French Mandate’s marginalization of the Shi`ites in the public school system-contributed to the definition of an alternative modernity in Shi`ah schools, to list only some of the topics.
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2 Valeska Huber was the fourth element of this organizational team.
4 Ibid., 148–160.
5 Benjamin Fortna, “Out of Empire: Education and Change in the Late Ottoman and Post-Ottoman Periods”, unpublished paper, presented at: Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries. The same aspect was underlined in Ellen Fleischmann, “Contestation and Commodification: Female Education in American Protestant Mission Schools in Beirut, c. 1870–1920”, unpublished paper, presented at: Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries.
6 The full list of the papers presented at the Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries workshop, including those that were unable to be included in this volume, is found at Julia Hauser, Christine Lindner and Esther Möller, “Tagungsbericht Education in Lebanon during the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries: A Catalyst for Multiple Modernities? 19.04.2012–21.04.2012, Beirut”, H-SOZ-KULT (2 June 2012), http://hsozkult.geschichte.hu-berlin.de/tagungsberichte/id=4246, (last accessed 7 May 2014). The quote is
The audience’s spirited participation in the workshop revealed how profoundly these issues resonate in contemporary Lebanon. It is a truism that the influence of so many competing educational institutions – foreign, religious, governmental, private, and secular – resulted in a confused, fractured Lebanese identity. This identity, a product of “entangled education”, is – like so many others – elusive, shifting, contingent, and unstable. The history of education in Lebanon gets to core issues that have made Lebanese history so contentious, as was indicated by Ussama Makdisi’s concluding remarks: what does it mean to be a cultural imperialist? How do we theorize power in different educational milieus (Ottoman power, Muslim hegemony, Vatican authority, Maqāṣid as its own form of hegemony)? How does power work in different educational and colonial sites?  

The workshop and this book that is its product, reflect new scholarly trends and research on the history of education in the Middle East that have flourished within the past ten years or so. A discussion of these is beyond the scope of this brief foreword, but it bears noting, that more recent scholarship has opened up to us entirely new understandings of the fundamental role that education played in the shaping of the modern Middle East. It influenced the formation of national, gendered, and religious identities, drove reform projects on the state and local levels, produced cultural capital, and created new bonds, networks, and types of interactions among people.

Taken together, the authors’ contributions to this volume represent the recent progress that has been made in the production of knowledge on the history of education in Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon. We need more books such as this that piece together the shards that help us to construct the whole picture of this complex, important field.

---

from Maria Bashshur Abunnasr, “Impressions of New England on the Ras Beirut landscape, 1870–1920”, in this volume (p. 32).

Makdisi, “Concluding Remarks”.

As the editors point out in their introduction, most organizations have been “hitherto studied in isolation” (p. 17) with the focus on individual establishments. Some admirable studies of the Ottoman and Arab educational system point the way toward histories that move beyond the highly focused studies of individual institutions, including Benjamin C. Fortna, Imperial Classroom: Islam, the State, and Education in the Late Ottoman Empire, Oxford: Oxford University Press 2002; Selçuk Akşin Somel, The Modernization of Public Education in the Ottoman Empire 1839–1908: Islamization, Autocracy and Discipline, Leiden: Brill 2001; Osama Abi Mershed, ed., Trajectories of Education in the Arab World: Legacies and Challenges, New York: Routledge 2011.
Introduction

Julia Hauser, Christine B. Lindner, Esther Möller

Mālīta Ḋāʿūq (1832–1902), daughter of Protestant converts from the Armenian Orthodox church, was separated from her parents at an early age. “Adopted” by an American missionary family, she was later trained as a teacher in Jerusalem and Beirut.1 She refined her skills at an independent school in Ḥašbayā that was founded by her colleague Ḥannah Wartabāt. Following this, she worked with a German Protestant organization that arrived to Beirut in the wake of the 1860 civil unrest.2 To these German deaconesses who were unacquainted with the country, its languages and customs, Ḋāʿūq was an indispensable intermediary. After having worked for more than a decade as a “native teacher” at their orphanage and school for girls, Ḋāʿūq accepted a position at the British Post Office in Beirut, where she worked for the next fifteen years.3 Upon her death in 1902, Ḋāʿūq bequeathed a considerable part of her small wealth to the German school that she had helped initiate.4

Scion of a Sunni Muslim notable family of Beirut, ʿUmar al-Ṭāhir (1875–1949) attended the boarding school of the organization for which Ḋāʿūq worked. Although nominally a school for girls, this socially exclusive establishment also accepted boys up to the age of ten. Alongside the sons of American missionaries, Greek merchants, European diplomats, and Ottoman bureaucrats, Ṭāhir attended this Protestant school until his father decided to enrol him at the newly founded ḍāʿūq: a modern Ottoman secondary school for boys with a teaching staff of well-known Muslim scholars.5 Later in his life, Ṭāhir joined the parents’ committee of the Mission Laïque Française, and served as the president for both the alumni association of the French Lazarist School in ʿAynṭūrah and the

5 “List of pupils at the Beirut boarding school up to 1886”, [1886], AKD 245, Archiv Kaiserswerther Diakonie, Archiv der Fliedner-Kulturstiftung, Kaiserswerth.
Jamīyyat al-Maqaṣid al-Khayriyyah al-Islāmiyyah. The former was a newly established social committee for the graduates of this famous Catholic school on Mount Lebanon, while the latter was a recently founded Islamic charitable association that managed a number of schools throughout Beirut.  

Born to a Greek Orthodox family, Labībah Jakhshn (1855–1920) was initially sent by her parents to the British Syrian School in Beirut, a Protestant establishment for girls catering to the local middle and upper classes. At a later stage, Labībah transferred to the French Catholic Sœurs de Saint-Joseph de l’Apparition school in Sidon. However, her wish to enter this religious order as a novice was firmly opposed by her parents. Labībah returned to Beirut to teach at the Greek Orthodox Madrasat al-Thalāthah Aqmar until she embarked on an initiative of her own. Supported by a Greek Orthodox ladies’ association and the Greek Orthodox bishop of Beirut, she founded an orphanage and girls’ school under the name Zahrat al-Iṣnān in 1880. She later established a religious order whose primary focus was to run and maintain the new school and orphanage.

Three lives, three eventful, shifting, and strikingly transnational trajectories, revealing the entangled nature of education in Late Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon. As shown by the studies brought together in this volume, these cases were far from exceptional. Educational biographies of men and women during the late 19th and early 20th centuries regularly crossed national, religious, and social boundaries. In themselves, they challenge traditional histories of education in the Ottoman Empire that described education as a reflection of an ethnically and communally segregated society and culture. In such works, the Arab cultural revival, the Nahḍah, was characterized as a Christian project and one that received important impulses from missionary activities in the region. In other works, Islamic schools were highlighted, but often as separate endeavours that
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were not connected to Christian activities.\(^{12}\) The concept of Ottomanism, intended to unite the members of various faiths under a secular notion of citizenship, was interpreted as a mere governmental policy against which the nascent Arab nationalism was opposed.\(^{13}\) Moreover, missionary schools were described as “instrument[s] of political penetration” that intensified sectarian divisions.\(^{14}\) All in all, Ottoman Syrian society appeared as an uneasy juxtaposition of distinct religious and ethnic groups. In this context, it was hardly imaginable that Christians, Muslims, and Jews interacted in the field of education to the extent the contributions to this volume demonstrate.

Recent studies have challenged many of these assumptions. Ottoman history is no longer viewed through the prism of sectarianism, which has been revealed as a cultural construct rather than an age-old phenomenon.\(^{15}\) Instead, scholars have emphasized that even in the late Ottoman Empire, communal boundaries were far more permeable than hitherto acknowledged, as has been shown in both social and intellectual histories.\(^{16}\) No longer do studies draw a strict line between the movements of the Nahḍah, Ṣalafiyah, and Ottomanism. On the contrary, they stress the degree to which these were interrelated, and more than just reactionary, movements.

The Nahḍah was neither an exclusively Christian phenomenon\(^ {17}\) nor a mere copy of Western concepts, but a nuanced negotiation of local and foreign factors, thereby creating its own specific discourse on modernity.\(^ {18}\) While taking critical notice of missionary activities, thinkers like Muḥammad ʿAbduh sought to adapt Western forms of knowledge and educational instruction in their attempts to create a self-consciously modern Islam and establish educational institutions that would compete with missionary institutions by selectively appropri-
ating elements of the missions’ activities. Ottomanism, accordingly, was not solely an instrument of state policy, but a discourse that was formed as much on the peripheries as in the metropole, by Muslims and non-Muslims alike. Likewise, the nationalism asserted by Christian minorities in Bilād al-Shām was not the result of missionary interventions, but rather a radical interpretation of missionary ideals. In all cases, the notion of appropriation steers scholars towards a middle path between the overly rosy picture of harmonious religious coexistence and its bleak counterpart, while highlighting local agency instead of the long established binary of Western action versus local reaction. The present volume hopes to contribute to this growing body of research, which goes beyond sectarian perspectives by pointing out the manifold entanglements between establishments and individuals across religious lines.

We contend that the landscape of Late Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon was marked by an exceptionally dense concentration of diverse educational establishments. Late Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon underwent a vibrant cultural revival, where changing social-political structures were reflected in the establishment of new presses, schools and social organizations. These local initiatives intertwined with a shifting Ottoman educational policy that increasingly employed education as a tool to standardize and centralize relations with its imperial subjects. Both were also responses to the new call for missions to the


20 Barbara Reeves Ellington, Domestic Frontiers: Gender, Reform, and American Interventions in the Ottoman Balkans and the Near East, Amherst and Boston: University of Massachusetts Press 2013, 50–77.


“Holy Land” that emerged from the religious revivals in Europe and the United States in the 17th and 18th centuries. Combined with emerging pedagogical techniques, education functioned as a central (although debated) facet of these “modern” missions. As a result, Maronite monastic printing presses, Greek Orthodox schools for girls, Sunni educational charitable services, secular national schools and foreign teacher training institutes added their unique features to this burgeoning educational milieu.

Foreign civilizing pretensions, Ottoman imperial endeavors, and diverse local visions stood in a complex, mutual relation of transfer, rejection, and appropriation. This was visible through the schools’ buildings: especially as Western organizations erected impressive buildings that commanded the landscape and convinced others of their superiority. However, many of these organizations were structurally, politically, and economically vulnerable, and exerted much less control over their schools, students, and teachers than they feigned to exercise. Their schools were carefully monitored by the Ottoman state, which granted (or denied) licenses to foreign institutions and which created its own schools to compete with them. They also negotiated with the local clientele, who brought with them their own history and expectations of education, and who played a far more influential role in shaping the environment of education than has been credited to them. Lastly, foreign schools competed with each other for resources, locations, students, and teachers. Thus, the agendas developed in the metropole(s) were almost never fully implemented on the peripheral grounds, but were subject to continuous negotiation and transformation.


Fortna, Imperial Classroom, 47–85; Deringil, Well-Protected Domains, 111–134.


Just as the divisions between foreign, Ottoman imperial, and local (Arab) schools were less marked in daily practice than they were emphasized by many contemporaries, so were social, political, and geographic boundaries blurred within the area that defined Ottoman Syria/Mandate Lebanon. Urban centres as well as rural areas along Mount Lebanon and in the Biqâ’ Valley were modified by shifting socio-economic realities, for which the expanding educational endeavors played an important part. In traditional centers like Tripoli, new educational opportunities were integrated into prevailing social structures and carved into established urban layouts. As an emerging regional centre, Beirutfunctioned as a nodal point for conflicting educational services: as new school buildings transformed the evolving skyline, novel modes of transport shuffled school children through the streets, and mechanical presses printed new textbooks for the ever-changing curriculums. Rural localities had a more chequered relationship with educational services, which depended upon the seemingly arbitrary selection of sites for missionary schools, the gradual revival of monastic schools and printing presses on nearby mountaintops, and the varied degree of acceptance by local communities to absorb educational activities into their village life. But as the books, ideas, and personnel traversed these locations, an entangled web was created, one that transformed both the routes of migration and

---


terms of individual and collective identities, for which education increasingly became a central feature.

The power dynamics within schools were equally complex and entangled. Students navigated the various educational opportunities by attending one or more schools as a child, teaching in others as adults, and sending their own children to others still. Personal attachments to schools were strong, but complex and intertwined with communal affiliations, linguistic skills, social-economic positioning and regional location. Students often experienced both “traditional” and “modern” pedagogical techniques, which challenged straightforward appropriations of educational certification. The same can be said for teachers, who presented themselves as living educational models, while at the same time being subject to organizational censor. Indeed, the field of education in Ottoman Syrian and Mandate Lebanon presents itself to be “entangled” in many ways.

This book examines education in Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon by bringing together analyses of organizations hitherto studied in isolation. American, French Catholic, and French secular establishments have received the larg-
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32 See Karam’s and Möller’s contributions to this volume.
33 See Lindner’s contribution to this volume.
est share of attention (often in reference to the implementation of mission and colonial initiatives from the “home country”). While recent works on mission have challenged the unidirectional flow of ideas, the holistic, convoluted, and intertwined histories of various agents that impacted these educational endeavors, often evades analysis. This failure is due partially to the linguistic demands that such a project entails, as well as to the limited access to primary sources and secondary literature. Sources on Western establishments are mostly written in European languages and are deposited at archives in Europe and North America. In contrast, sources on the local initiatives were written primarily in Arabic and Ottoman Turkish and are less accessible even to local scholars, as they are often held in private archives and institutions that are only just receiving adequate funding for preservation and presentation. Furthermore, they are usually scattered throughout various institutions in the region as well as in Europe and the United States. This uneven distribution mirrors larger asymmetries in the contemporary academic


37 For the missionary encounter, this has been convincingly argued by Bernard Heyberger, “Pour une 'histoire croisée' de l'occidentalisation et de la confessionalisation chez les chrétiens du Proche-Orient”, The MIT – Electronic Journal of Middle Eastern Studies 3 (2003), 36–49, as well as in a number of recent studies including Makdisi, Artillery of Heaven; Khater, Embracing the Divine.

38 One noticeable exception is Reeves-Ellington, Domestic Frontiers.

39 Three major archival projects currently under way deserve mention: the Institute of History, Archaeology & Near Eastern Heritage at the University of Balamand, the Atelier de Conservation du Patrimoine Écrit at Université Saint-Esprit de Kaslik, and the Preserving Protestant Heritage in the Middle East project at the Near East School of Theology.

world, where dialogue between Western and non-Western scholars remains limited. The subsequent chapters attempt to grapple with these divergent threads, and in so doing reveal that local and foreign schools, urban and rural settings, traditional and modern methods, were not separated from each other, but were interconnected through both cooperation and conflict.

This volume situates itself within the burgeoning field of transnational history. In an age of increasing global interconnectedness, the long-cherished frame of national history as well as the distinction between Europe and North America as the “subject of history” and other regions of the world regions as the object of “area studies”, have come under critical scrutiny. Recent research has emphasized the interconnectedness and dynamics of exchange that linked Europe, the United States, and the non-European world to an extent that the idea of separate identities is no longer tenable. These studies stress the multidirectional character of cultural exchange, underlining that Europe and North America were shaped just as much by these encounters as their counterparts elsewhere.


This objective presents researchers with manifest difficulties, however, as the spatial extension of the scope of inquiry renders the project of “provincializing Europe” a daunting one on both the material and narrative levels. Several scholars have put forward the idea of engaging with this issue on a microhistorical scale. This approach enables researchers to employ the critical potential of microhistory by submitting master narratives to critical revision through focused case studies of specific individuals, groups, or regions.

Transnational history prompts further inquiry and a revaluation of the notion of modernity. For a long time, modernity was defined on the basis of the Euro-American trajectory that was generally applied as a normative category. Social differentiation and secularism were seen as its inevitable manifestations. Societies outside Europe were considered backward and in need of being exposed to the genuinely Western panacea that modernity was thought to be. During the last decades, this notion of modernity has come under increasing criticism.
with alternative theoretical models, such as “multiple modernities”, being proposed.\footnote{49}

Postcolonial studies and related endeavors have shown that modernity was very much a product of transcultural influences and negotiations. As Gurminder K. Bhambra insists, it needs to be seen in the context of the “connected histories” between different parts of the world.\footnote{50} Emphasizing this connection, however, does not mean to once again privilege the role of Europe or the West. On the contrary, as the concept of translocality makes clear, there were also ideas that circulated only between countries of the so called “Global South”.\footnote{51} “Modernity” in Western Asia, for instance, was not triggered by contacts with Europe during the 19th century alone. Neither were the forms and practices introduced by Western actors entirely different nor were they novel to inhabitants of the region.\footnote{52} If allegedly new practices could establish themselves successfully on the ground, this was because they (partially) agreed with local customs or expectations, and were – to a certain degree – supported, promoted, and changed by locals.

Although arguing on an empirical rather than a theoretical basis, this volume ties in with these recent discussions on modernity. Assuming that modernity should be made the subject of critical inquiry by looking at what contemporaries themselves understood by it,\footnote{53} this book raises questions about the definition of “modern education” and the roles that cross-cultural encounters played in its emergence and articulation by assuming an actor-centred perspective. What defined a “modern education” (and in turn “modern society”, “modern man”, and “modern woman”) was not imposed from outside, but rather emerged from this entangled web of encounter. However, as a particular definition of “modern education” eventually emerged as a shared “normative” definition amongst the different schools in Ottoman Syria, and especially in Mandate Lebanon, the unequal power structures that favored American and French influences cannot be overlooked.


\footnote{50} Bhambra, \textit{Rethinking Modernity}. The concept of “connected histories” was developed by Sanjay Subrahmanyan in his “Connected Histories: Notes towards a Reconfiguration of Early Modern Eurasia”, \textit{Modern Asian Studies} 31: 3 (1997), 735–762.


\footnote{52} See Lindner’s contribution to this volume.

As such, education in Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon presents itself as a promising test ground for a micro-study on these very issues. This book emerges from an international workshop held at the Orient-Institut Beirut in April 2012, where junior and senior scholars from Europe, the United States, and the Middle East shared findings in a multi-lingual format. Focusing on material culture, gender, class, and religion from a comparative perspective, the participants illuminated the similarities, differences, and the manifold channels of encounter and entanglement that linked Lebanese educational establishments and individual actors during the Late Ottoman and Mandate periods (from the early 19th to the mid-20th centuries).

In this book, educational encounters are analysed with respect to four different aspects: firstly, the space these encounters created and in which they took place; secondly, the notions of gender negotiated and performed in them; thirdly, the impact of religion, language, and identity on (individual) educational experiences; and, finally, the students’ perspectives on their schooling and qualifications.

Part One of this volume, Experiencing Education through Architecture and Urban Space, is concerned with the spatial dimension of the educational encounters. Most studies on education in Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon concentrate on educational discourses and practices but neglect the physical environment of education. Studies on the development of hybrid architectural styles, such as the triple-arched house, and the emergence of Beirut as a “modern” port city, illuminate the potential of architectural and urban histories in providing a more complex understanding of modernity and its manifestation in the Ottoman and Mandate periods. Competing educational pro-

---

54 Unfortunately, not all of the papers presented at the conference could be included in this volume. Nevertheless, we would like to thank Ellen Fleischmann, Nadya Shaitt, Nadia Bou Ali, Catherine Le Thomas, Boutrous Labaki, and Christian Säffranshausen for their excellent contributions to the workshop. We also thank Benjamin Fortna for his enriching keynote speech and Ussama Makdisi for an insightful conclusion. Two contributors to this volume, Chantal Verdeil and Edward Falk, were unable to attend the conference.


viders were among those who shaped and reshaped the cities of Beirut and Tripoli as well as the villages and agricultural areas on Mount Lebanon and in the Biqā‘ Valley. Educational institutions, such as the Syrian Protestant College, were increasingly employed as geographic markers, re-defining how people not only viewed these localities, but also experienced them, as new patterns of movement were channelled towards these educational spaces.

Maria Bashshur Abunnasr, in our first study, investigates the impact made by the campus of the Syrian Protestant College (now American University of Beirut) on the landscape of the Ras Beirut quarter from the late 19th to early 20th centuries. Inspired by New England college architecture, as Abunassr argues, the campus formed an enclave of Anglo-Saxon culture in the city that set off Ras Beirut from other Beirut neighborhoods.

Examining the distribution of missionary educational architecture across the urban space of Beirut in general, Michael Davie contends that foreign missions chose sites for their establishments in order to see and be seen. This allowed them to mark off their terrains as distinctively modern locales in an environment that, from their perspective, was in need of a thorough civilizing (and modernizing) mission. Drawing upon examples from primarily American and French missionary schools, Davie argues that mission location and architecture was geared towards expressions of symbolic dominance.

May Davie takes a closer look at the architecture of both local and Western schools in late 19th-century Beirut, showing that these buildings evinced a hybrid blend of “Oriental” and “Western” architectural elements. On account of the heterogeneity of actors, no uniform style for educational architecture developed. Instead, educational providers drew on different architectural types, such as military barracks or monasteries. Nevertheless, as Davie argues, this educational architecture marked itself as distinctly modern exactly because of its eclectic visual quotes.

Part Two: Gendering a Modern Education considers the multilayered notions of gender articulated in the schools of Late Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon. Since the 1990s, gender has emerged as an important focus for research within the field of Middle East Studies. Various scholars have claimed, for example, that missionary education acted as a liberating force by

opening up new spaces of agency for local women\textsuperscript{58} with female teachers serving as important role models.\textsuperscript{59} Mission schools allegedly functioned as catalysts for burgeoning feminism that were harnessed by members of the nascent Arab women’s movement in their articulations of gender, especially the concept of “the new woman.”\textsuperscript{60} At the same time, as Jean Said Makdisi has shown, missionary education imposed new constraints on Arab women by introducing Euro-American notions of “separate spheres” as well as race-based and cultural hierarchies.\textsuperscript{61} A critical perspective on negotiations of gender in a missionary context suggests that locals did not greet missionary concepts with undivided enthusiasm, but carefully balanced missionary ideals with their own hopes and aspirations.

The first paper of this section by Magda Nammour presents an overview of the discourse on female education that developed in the Nahḍa press during the late 19\textsuperscript{th} century. Authors supportive of girls’ education argued that women did not just have a “natural right” to be educated, but that their education was also a necessity within the emerging project of nation building. In order to formalize female education, contemporary journals looked to a number of Western countries. As Nammour shows, most authors favored a selective appropriation of Western elements instead of a wholesale rejection of local values.


\textsuperscript{61} Makdisi, Teta, Mother, and Me. For a scholarly appraisal of Makdisi’s work, see Hoda Elsadda, “A ‘phantom freedom in a phantom modernity’? Protestant missionaries, domestic ideology and narratives of modernity in an Arab context”, Rethinking History 15: 2 (2011), 209–229.
This tension between an interest in foreign notions of education and the fear of losing one’s cultural heritage fuelled many local initiatives dedicated to female education, one of which is discussed in the ensuing chapter by Jamila Qusti. Zahrat al-Iṣṭan, a Greek Orthodox school for girls in Beirut, was founded in reaction to increasing missionary activities in the educational sector. Accordingly, its objective was to preserve the Orthodox Arab heritage. At the same time, this school differed from established Orthodox establishments in that it was run by and served women solely. Zahrat al-Iṣṭan, therefore, played an important role in the nascent women’s movement as well as the nationalist tendencies that characterized the late Ottoman era.

Community schools, however, did not just compete with missionary schools but were also inspired by them, as Julia Hauser shows in the following article. In late 19th-century Beirut, the education of girls was justified with their future maternal duties across communities. The Alliance Israélite Universelle, a reform-minded French Jewish organization, employed this very argument in order to combat Christian missions, with whose educational concepts the first headmistress of the school was intimately acquainted through her own education at a Protestant school. Despite the currency of the argument, however, the Alliance school failed in attracting the community’s elites who continued to send their daughters to missionary establishments for reasons of social distinction.

Part Three: Language, Religion, and Identity addresses the question of how educational institutions contributed to the transformation of society at large. For a long time, the forging of identities through language and religion was analyzed “from above”. Studies focused on how both foreign states and organizations and the Ottoman state itself used educational institutions to implement norms and ideas with respect to national belonging. More recent studies have gone beyond this top-down perspective, showing that national identity was not just forged by the state, but actively from below. The articles in this section respond to this new strand of research by focusing on school agendas as much as on pupils’ and communities’ responses, and by considering how a school’s policies concerning language and religion helped shape communitarian identities.

Edward Falk traces the development of the Jesuit mission to Ottoman Lebanon and Syria from a religious enterprise to one partly convergent with French political interests in the region. Having started out with the aim of “purifying” Eastern Catholic rites by educating the clergy, the Jesuit mission changed in the wake of the 1860 events, when the French government began to subsidize Catholic missions in the region. As French became the language of educational
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instruction, the state of France acquired unprecedented influence on the Jesuits, thereby ‘gallacizing’ the church and considering it part of the newly evolving civilizing mission.

Chantal Verdeil’s contribution investigates the role of theatre in the Jesuit Université Saint-Joseph in Beirut during the late Ottoman period. She does not only display the prominent place that theatre held in the institution and its contribution to the emergence of Western style theatrical culture in the Arab world, but also focuses on the underlying pedagogical and religious aims the Jesuits wanted to promote through theatre. Fidelity to the Roman Catholic Church was emphasized most of all... sometimes until death.

Souad Slim places the schools of the Antiochian Orthodox community in Beirut within a complex, transnational web. Sponsored by the Russian Imperial Palestine Association in Beirut, the school’s principal, Aleksandra Czerkessova, espoused a sense of mission to educate the local Orthodox community in vernacular Arabic rather than in a foreign language. This enveloped Czerkessova and the Russian schools within a tense debate rising within the Antiochian Orthodox community, which pitted Arab nationalist leaders against their Hellenistic high clergy, who were ignorant of Arabic and out of touch with their flocks.

Language and religion were also central features of the jam’iyyat al-Maqāṣid al-Khayriyyah al-Islāmiyyah, as Abdullatif Fakhoury explains in his chapter. While several of the organization’s founding members were impressed by the educational innovations they witnessed unfolding around them, they were concerned about Christian missionary efforts towards their own Sunni community. To address this problem, the Maqāṣid established a network of “modern” schools, which did not cut off the community from its educational competition, but rather integrated its teachers and students into this innovative, local endeavor.

Part Four: “The Students Speak Back”63 shifts the focus towards students’ experiences of education in Late Ottoman and Mandate times. It is our conviction that educational encounters are not unidirectional processes, but exchanges in which both sides have a say. Only recently, scholars have started to explore how students navigated, appropriated, manipulated, and/or rejected their education.64 The chapters of this section demonstrate that students’ educational aims were not always consistent with those of their teachers, and that the trajectories they followed sometimes conflicted with the intentions of their schools.

Christine B. Lindner explores the initial stages of American missionary endeavors within the educational environment of mid-19th-century Beirut. By
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tracing the educational histories of two students, As‘ad Y. Khayyāt and Raḥil ‘Aṭā‘, Lindner illuminates the diversity of educational opportunities available in the city, amongst which the American activities emerged as only one option. Lindner highlights the dialectical development of modern education in the region, while challenging the assumption that the American missionaries brought with them a coherent plan on modern education to reshape the city.

Marilène Karam examines the activities of Esther [Astir] Azhari Muyal, a Syrian Jewish educator, whose education and career reflect the entanglement of local and foreign influences. While a student at the American missionaries’ Beirut Female Seminary, Esther was privately tutored in Arabic and Hebrew by Muslim and Jewish teachers. Inspired with a sense of mission to “uplift” local women, she later taught at Muslim, Christian, and Jewish schools, and wrote for women’s magazines. Through this work, she merged European and local ideals of education and advocated it as a means to promote peaceful coexistence within a multi-religious society.

Esther Möller’s contribution examines former students and the connections they maintained to their respective schools and classroom peers through the founding of alumni associations. Looking at these associations offers a rare glimpse onto the expectations and experiences of pupils and parents vis-à-vis educational institutions as articulated by former students. By focusing on the associations of the secular Mission Laïque Française in comparison to French Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant schools during the 1930s and 1940s, Möller argues that the socio-economic perspectives offered by schools and the cultural-religious concordance between the schools and their graduates were necessary conditions for an active alumni network.

The chapters in this volume present new and original interpretations of education in Late Ottoman Syria and Mandate Lebanon. They are intended to be read separately, as individual case studies, as well as collectively, as elements of an entangled narrative, in order to grasp the variety of education in the region. Efforts were made to include studies of different educational experiences and institutions: foreign and indigenous, Christian and Muslim, secular and religious. In this way, this book challenges the mono-focal nature of most studies. Chapters are written in English, French and Arabic, which reflects the broad scope of this history, the polyglot training of its authors and the manifold sources that were employed for these studies. However, some gaps are unavoidable. As such, we see this book as a start of a conversation, not as the final statement on the topic.

We would like to thank the different organizations and individuals who, through their support, saw this project come to fruition. Professor Stefan Leder and Dr. Syrinx von Hees originally suggested that we initiate this project. The Orient-Institut Beirut graciously hosted the conference, while Mr. Ahmad Hus-
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sein provided valuable assistance in executing it. Dr. Torsten Wollina, also of the Orient-Institut Beirut, was a thorough and supportive editor, and helped see this volume to publication. Our conference co-organizer, Dr. Valeska Huber, was instrumental in developing the project and facilitating support from the German Historical Institute London. Professor Souad Slim was consistent in her encouragement of both the conference and this publication, and assisted throughout the project. Professor Ellen Fleischmann graciously offered to write a preface to our text. Last but not least, we thank the Leibniz Institute of European History Mainz and the Fritz Thyssen Foundation in Germany for their financial support of the conference.

Transliterations from Arabic follow the Orient-Institut Beirut’s transliteration system as far as articles in English are concerned. Articles in French follow a different system. For clarification, please see the volume’s index, where the variations appear side by side.